## UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

- Bachelor of Science/Advanced Science (Mathematics, Physics, Statistics)
- Bachelor of Mathematics
- Bachelor of Arts (Mathematics)

## POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMS

- Financial Mathematics
- Science (Mathematics, Physics, Statistics)

### FIELD OF STUDY | DEGREE | LEVEL | NAME | LOCATION | TEL.NO | E-MAIL ADDRESS
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
**SMP** | Postgraduate Research Coordinator | Assoc. Prof Holger Baumgardt | | 336 53430 | [pgc-smp@uq.edu.au](mailto:pgc-smp@uq.edu.au) |
**Mathematics** | BSc/BA/BMath/BAdvSc | All UG | Dr Michael Bulmer | 67-652 | Faculty of Science | [science.enquiries@uq.edu.au](mailto:science.enquiries@uq.edu.au) |
| | | | Prof Darryn Bryant | 67-549 | 3365 1888 | |
| | BSc/ BAdvSc /BA | | Dr Dietmar Oelz | 69-710 | 336 53262 | [d.oelz@uq.edu.au](mailto:d.oelz@uq.edu.au) |
| | BSc | | Dr Alan Huang | 67-645 | 336 52315 | [alan.huang@uq.edu.au](mailto:alan.huang@uq.edu.au) |
| | BSc(Hons)/BA(Hons)/BAdvSc (4th yr) | Honours | Dr Alan Huang | 67-645 | 336 52315 | [alan.huang@uq.edu.au](mailto:alan.huang@uq.edu.au) |
| | PhD, MPhil | PG Research | Dr Phil Isaac | 67-743 | 336 53267 | [psi@maths.uq.edu.au](mailto:psi@maths.uq.edu.au) |
| Science (Maths & Statistics), Financial Math | PG Coursework | Prof Mark Gould | 67-660 | 3365 2424 | [mdg@maths.uq.edu.au](mailto:mdg@maths.uq.edu.au) |
**Physics** | BSc/ BAdvSc | All UG | Dr Joel Corney | 6-431 | 336 53404 | [corney@physics.uq.edu.au](mailto:corney@physics.uq.edu.au) |
| | BSc/ BAdvSc | | Dr Joel Corney | 6-431 | 336 53404 | [corney@physics.uq.edu.au](mailto:corney@physics.uq.edu.au) |
| | BSc(Hons), BAdvSc (4th year) | Honours | Dr Margaret Wegener | 6-428 | 336 51244 | [wegener@physics.uq.edu.au](mailto:wegener@physics.uq.edu.au) |
| | PhD, MPhil | PG Research | Assoc. Prof Ebinazar Namdas | 6-432 | 336 53274 | [e.namdas@uq.edu.au](mailto:e.namdas@uq.edu.au) |
| Science (Physics) | PG Coursework | Assoc. Prof Ian McCulloch | 6-331 | 336 52473 | [ianmcc@physics.uq.edu.au](mailto:ianmcc@physics.uq.edu.au) |